We calculate finite quantum corrections to the tribimaximal neutrino mixing pattern V TB in three generic classes of neutrino mass models. We show that three flavor mixing angles can all depart from their tree-level results described by V TB , among which θ 12 is most sensitive to such quantum effects, and the Dirac CP-violating phase can radiatively arise from two Majorana CPviolating phases. This theoretical scheme offers a new way to understand why θ 13 is naturally small and how three CP-violating phases are presumably correlated. 
Since the discovery of neutrino oscillations [1] , many efforts have been devoted to establishing a new theoretical framework to accommodate tiny neutrino masses and large flavor mixing angles. In particular, many studies have tried to parametrize the MakiNakagawa-Sakata-Pontecorvo (MNSP) matrix [2] in terms of only constant numbers. The most successful parametrization is known as the tribimaximal (TB) mixing pattern [3] ,
where Ω = Diag{e −iρ/2 , e −iσ/2 , 1} includes two CP-violating phases if three neutrinos are the Majorana particles. This ansatz predicts θ • in the standard representation of the 3×3 neutrino mixing matrix [1] . So the Dirac CP-violating phase δ is not well-defined and there is no CP violation in neutrino oscillations. Natural realizations of the TB mixing pattern have been explored in many flavor models [4] , especially those with an A 4 flavor symmetry [5] .
However, the present experimental data seem to suggest a small deviation from the TB mixing. For instance, some hints of θ 13 > 0 • are claimed in Refs. [6] and [7] at the 1σ or 2σ significance level, and the latest analysis by the KamLAND Collaboration [8] indicates a similar nonzero value of θ 13 . On the theoretical side, a deviation from V TB is naturally expected as there is no good reason for θ 13 = 0 • and CP invariance in neutrino oscillations. Hence it is reasonable to conjecture that the TB mixing is exact only at the zeroth order or tree level, and the full flavor mixing matrix V arises from slight corrections to V TB . But at a given energy scale such corrections are usually introduced by hand in the absence of a deeper understanding of why they are small and CP-violating.
In this Letter we look at a new theoretical scheme to account for possible departures from the TB mixing pattern V TB . It is based on finite quantum (loop) corrections to V TB . Once V TB is given at the tree level and at an arbitrary energy scale, we show that a specific and small correction to V TB can naturally be obtained from finite quantum effects.
Nonzero θ 13 and δ can therefore be generated, and they may serve for the discriminator of this theoretical scheme from other neutrino mass models.
We start by considering a generic model which can predict the TB neutrino mixing V TB before quantum corrections are taken into account. In this case the tree-level Majorana neutrino mass matrix can be expressed in terms of its three eigenvalues (λ 1 , λ 2 and λ 3 ):
in the basis where the flavor eigenstates of three charged leptons are identified with their mass eigenstates. Note that ρ and σ are the Majorana CP-violating phases defined in Eq. (1). Let us explicitly examine how finite quantum corrections modify V TB . To do so, we take the form of the full neutrino mass matrix as
where ∆M ν arises from some loop corrections. Here we have assumed that ∆M ν is determined only by M 0 ν and three charged-lepton masses (m e , m µ and m τ ), in order to make the theory as predictable as possible. We do not introduce any new Yukawa couplings. Note that the type-II seesaw mechanism [9] may induce not only the treelevel neutrino mass term but also the desired quantum corrections due to the singly-and doubly-charged components of the triplet scalar and moreover, it does not suffer from any intrinsic non-unitary effects on the MNSP matrix [10] . Regardless of any model details, we proceed to analyze three generic classes of loop corrections:
where the Greek subscripts α and β run over e, µ and τ , v ≃ 246 GeV is the • Class-II
Such a correction term may emerge from the two-loop Feynman diagram shown in
FIG. 2 (left panel)
, where χ corresponds to a doubly-charged scalar [12] . • Class-III
, and the Greek subscripts α, β, ξ and ζ run over e, µ and τ . This correction term may be generated through a two-loop diagram mediated by three scalars as shown in FIG. 2 (right panel) , where ϕ and η are singly-charged scalars and χ denotes a doubly-charged scalar in the Zee-Babu model [13] .
In each case one can calculate three neutrino masses m i (for i = 1, 2, 3) and the flavor mixing matrix V by diagonalizing the full neutrino mass matrix
Since quantum corrections are expected to be very small, they may serve for small perturbations to the tree-level terms. After doing some perturbation calculations with the help of Eqs. (2)- (6), we arrive at the neutrino masses
where P ij ≡ (V T TB ∆M ν V TB ) ij for each class of loop corrections. In deriving the expression of V we find that m i ≃ λ i is actually a good approximation even in the special case of λ 1 = 0 or λ 3 = 0. So we obtain the following modified neutrino mixing angles in the standard parametrization of V :
More explicit expressions of these mixing parameters are shown in Appendix A for each class of loop corrections. We see that the quantum effects on three mixing angles are pro- 
where s ij ≡ sin θ ij and c ij ≡ cos θ ij . This result makes it transparent that δ arises from two Majorana CP-violating phases ρ and σ via quantum corrections, analogous to the radiative generation of δ from ρ and σ via the RGE running effects [14, 16] .
Let us add some comments on the finite quantum effects obtained in Eqs. (8) and (9) as compared with the corresponding RGE running effects on three neutrino mixing angles and the Jarlskog parameter [14, 16] . Both of them are suppressed by the factors m 2 α /v 2 (for α = e, µ, τ ). The smallness of finite quantum corrections is also attributed to the smallness of the loop function I loop , whereas the RGE running effects might more or less be enhanced by a reasonably large logarithm ln(µ/µ 0 ) if the initial (µ 0 ) and final (µ) energy scales are considerably different from each other. In Ref. [17] it has been noticed that the RGE running effects are usually more significant than the finite quantum corrections, if they originate from the same Feynman diagrams and if µ/µ 0 ≫ 1 (or µ/µ 0 ≪ 1) holds.
Furthermore, relatively strong RGE running effects may appear if the so-called seesaw threshold effects are taken into account in some neutrino mass models [18] . Since the size of I loop and seesaw threshold effects are strongly model-dependent, a quantitative comparison between two kinds of quantum effects under discussion can only be made in a specific model and is apparently beyond the scope of this Letter. We shall present such a comparison elsewhere [19] . But let us stress that in both cases the roles of two Majorana CP-violating phases are quite similar, and so is the dependence of quantum corrections on the absolute neutrino mass scale. In particular, the fact that δ can be radiatively generated from ρ and σ implies that they are all of the Majorana nature although δ is usually called the Dirac CP-violating phase.
We numerically illustrate the quantum effects on three neutrino mixing angles at the [7] . In addition, a relatively generous upper limit on the sum of three neutrino masses is m 1 + m 2 + m 3 < 1.19 eV extracted from current cosmological observational data [21] . Assuming |I loop | < ∼ 0.5 and allowing ρ and σ to vary between 0
• and 360
• , we calculate tan 2 θ 12 and then plot our numerical result in FIG. 3 , where only the ∆m oscillations establishes a significant deviation of θ 23 from 45
• and (or) θ 13 from 0 • , then the departure of V from V TB must mainly originate from a different mechanism [22] . But this statement is only valid for the |I loop | < ∼ 1 case under discussion, which seems to be a natural expectation in model building. If |I loop | ∼ O(10) were allowed, relatively larger quantum corrections to three mixing angles would be expected. We shall examine whether this case is possible or not in a specific flavor model elsewhere.
In summary, we have calculated finite quantum corrections to the TB neutrino mixing pattern and discussed the generation of nonzero θ 13 and δ in this way for three generic classes of neutrino mass models. Among three mixing angles, θ 12 is found to be most sensitive to such quantum effects. Similar behaviors have been observed in the study of RGE running effects on neutrino mixing parameters. This theoretical approach provides a new possibility of understanding why θ 13 is naturally small and how the Dirac and Majorana CP-violating phases are presumably correlated, in particular when flavor symmetries are taken as a good starting point of view for model building so as to derive the most favored neutrino mixing scheme such as the TB mixing. We stress that all the neutrino mass models at a given energy scale should carefully take into account the quantum effects on their tree-level results. Such effects can be very important in some cases as we have demonstrated, and they are even accessible in a variety of precision neutrino experiments in the near future.
